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1. Organizing is the first of ____________ and includes within itself all other principles

     	      planning

     	--->> organization

     	      coordination

     	      organizing

2. ________________ relation thoery is also known as humanistic, socio-economic 
and neo-classical thoery

     	      economic

     	      agreed

     	--->> human

     	      associated

3. Gilbreth _______________ with Taylor about labour union

     	      agreed

     	--->> disagre

     	      compliments

     	      supports

4. There are no generally accepted ____________ of management

     	--->> principle

     	      theory

     	      analysis

     	      adaption

5. _______________ and administration have always work hand in hand

     	      theories
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     	--->> civilization

     	      science

     	      economic

6. _________________  management is defined as the use of the scientific method to 
define the one best way for job to be done

     	      theory

     	--->> scientific

     	      history

     	      theme

7. Bureaucracy unlike other organizations arrangmenets is a rational legal type 
of______________

     	      obligation

     	--->> authotity

     	      responsibility

     	      dedication

8. The Gilbreths were interested in the employees whose productivity depended on all 
except

     	      attitude

     	      opportunity

     	--->> commitment

     	      physical environment

9. The history of the __________ can be viewed as the rise and fall of public 
administative institution

     	      organization

     	--->> world

     	      industries
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     	      theory

10. ________________ considered the father of the academic discipline of economics 
provided the intellectual foundation for laissez faire capitalism

     	      Simon

     	--->> Smith

     	      Taylor

     	      Sciences
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